[Specific oligonucleotide invasion into the end of DNA duplex].
Phenomenon of the interaction of a double-stranded DNA fragment with an oligonucleotide complementary to the end of the duplex strand was demonstrated to occur via formation of three-stranded DNA structure with an oligonucleotide invasion. It was shown that oligonucleotides complementary to the duplex ends inhibit Holliday junction formation in solutions of homologous linear DNA fragments. This effect depends on the oligonucleotide concentration, sequence and their complementarity to the duplex ends. Formation of three-stranded complexes was demonstrated using radiolabeled oligonucleotides by agarose gel-electrophoresis followed by autoradiography. Analysis of three-stranded DNA structures by chemical cleavage of non-canonical base pairs revealed that oligonucleotide invades into duplex ends via a sequential displacement mechanism and that the level of the invasion may vary considerably.